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Binary Black Hole (BBH) mergers



Mass Gap

● Mass Gap: Pulsational Pair-Instability+Pair-instability SN prevent the formation of 
BH above ~50 Solar mass

● Mixture of formation channels is strongly preferred (Zevin+2021)
● Explore possibilities beyond stellar evolution:

○ BBH as central black holes of dwarf galaxies
○ BBH as stellar black holes close to central black holes of galaxies

Binary Black Hole (BBH) mergers



Black holes in ultra-dwarf galaxies

The massive stellar black holes detected by LIGO/Virgo could be the central black 
holes of ultra-dwarf galaxies (105-106 MSun)

Conselice, Bhatawdekar, AP & 
Hartley 2020, ApJ 
AP & Conselice, 2021, PRL



Black holes in ultra-dwarf galaxies

The massive stellar black holes detected by LIGO/Virgo could be the central black 
holes of ultra-dwarf galaxies (105-106 MSun)

New observational window into the formation of Massive BH 

Greene+2020, ARA&A

Conselice, Bhatawdekar, AP & 
Hartley 2020, ApJ 
AP & Conselice, 2021, PRL



How low can you go?

Known relation between 
mass of central black 
hole and galaxy stellar 
mass

Greene+2020, ARA&A



How low can you go?

Known relation between 
mass of central black 
hole and galaxy stellar 
mass

Extend to lower mass:

E.g. GW190521 (Abbott+2020 arxiv:2009.01075, 
2009.01190) components mass in the mass gap

Greene+2020, ARA&A



Comparing to the merger rate of host galaxies

Is the merger rate of dwarf galaxies ever 
high enough to explain the observed 
merger rate of black holes?  

GW190521-like black hole 
mergers

Dwarf galaxy 
mergers

GW190521

AP & Conselice, 2021, PRL
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Comparing to the merger rate of host galaxies

Is the merger rate of dwarf galaxies ever 
high enough to explain the observed 
merger rate of black holes?  

Time delay (time between galaxy to BH 
merger) needed ~4-5 Gyr

Time delay

Dwarf galaxy 
mergers

AP & Conselice, 2021, PRL

Dynamical friction could explain time scale



Do LIGO/Virgo BBH produce Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) 
flares?
● Ideal environment for formation of massive stellar black holes through 

repeated mergers of smaller BH in AGN disks
● If in AGN disks, could give rise to EM counterpart (McKernan+12, Bartos+17)



● Ideal environment for formation of massive stellar black holes through 
repeated mergers of smaller BH in AGN disks

● If in AGN disks, could give rise to EM counterpart (McKernan+12, Bartos+17)
● AGN flare in coincidence with GW190521 (ZTF, Graham+2020 

arXiv:2006.14122)

Do LIGO/Virgo BBH produce Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) 
flares?

GW190521



Case of GW190521: Using Structure Functions and AGN Luminosity Functions: 7400 Type I AGNs 
in 90% Volume result in 70% probability of chance coincidence (large localization volume)

AP, Fishbach, Burke, Liu, Annis 2021, ApJL

Do LIGO/Virgo BBH produce AGN flares?
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Case of GW190521: Using Structure Functions and AGN Luminosity Functions: 7400 Type I AGNs 
in 90% Volume result in 70% probability of chance coincidence (large localization volume)

Bayesian formalism to establish confident association

Catalog of AGNs+follow-up+GWs: confident association 

possible during O4 if ￼𝜆>0.1

Do LIGO/Virgo BBH produce AGN flares?

“Signal” AGN “Background” AGNs

AP, Fishbach, Burke, Liu, Annis 2021, ApJL

Fraction of BBH in AGN
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Cosmology with LIGO/Virgo BBH

Standard sirens: distance from GW, redshift from host galaxy, derive H(z). See talks on Friday.

Bright: counterpart, unique host galaxy. Only 1 so far.

Dark: no counterpart, consider all potential hosts. ~90 so far.

Well-localized events + high completeness galaxy catalog (DES+DESI imaging)

Dark standard sirens provide ~30% improvement to bright standard siren H0 precision

Schutz 1986 
Holz & Hughes 2005
MacLeod & Hogan 2008
Nissanke+2010 
Del Pozzo 2012 …

AP, Bom, Mucesh, 
Hartley 2021 
arxiv:2111.06445



Cosmology with LIGO/Virgo BBH and AGN flares

● AGNs populate a percent-level of 
galaxies, even less show flares

● Promising hybrid bright/dark standard 
siren

● Use same formalism to establish 
confident association and constrain 
cosmology 

● LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA O4 Simulation, 10 
“top 5%” BBH



Conclusions

● Dwarf galaxies scenario
○ High-resolution simulations needed
○ Population-level analyses for O3 ongoing

● AGN flares
○ O3 events: no convincing counterpart. 
○ Follow-up of well-localized and massive events during O4 may establish confident association
○ Apply same method for constraints on fraction of using AGN catalogs
○ Cosmological constraints

● Preparing for O4 optical-NIR follow-up with DECam, DESI, and other 
instruments!

Contact: palmese@berkeley.edu - DES, DESI, LISA      palmese       


